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From Reader Review Desire Climax, Vol. 2 for online ebook

Aurora Serenity Sildatke says

I can sum up my disgust in four words; Rape.Is.Not.Love.

Reasons why this isn't something you should be finding romantic:
1. It's not romantic when the leading man consistently tries to rape and own the main character.
2. It's not okay for the main character's brother - they grew up together as siblings their entire lives, they're
still family - tries to rape her, and own her.
3. It's not okay when the gardener suddenly tries to rape her.
4. It's not okay that she's completely fine with all these men in her life trying to rape and own her.

It's not romantic. It's not a story about True Love, and what's most alarming is the fact that the author doesn't
seem to realise that these are very serious issues and do not equal to a healthy relationship. If the story was
trying to be dark, then I can forgive all of this (Hell, if the story was dark I would love all of this! Dark,
twisted stories are right up my alley). But it's not trying to be dark. It's trying to portray rape,
possessiveness, entitlement issues, and incest as a romantic, idealistic relationship.

The leading lady doesn't have a healthy relationship with any of the men in the story; not the "True Love",
not the brother, not even the gardener.

After reading all the volumes, (yes, I read all of them. I wouldn't really have any grounds to be so repulsed,
and rant as I am doing now if I didn't) I have to just point out that I don't think the author has siblings. Maybe
I'm wrong, maybe she has six or seven siblings? But if someone can so freely insert incest into a story and
try and portray it as romantic, then I honestly don't think they could actually have any siblings, or at least
could not possibly be close to them. I also don't think the author knows what it is like to have a healthy
relationship with a man.

If the story was just plain bad, then that would be okay. I love bad stories! They're deliciously fun to read,
they're entertaining and I love the author for giving me so much joy out of just one story. But this isn't bad,
this is disgusting.

Who would I suggest this series to? Well, if the book was actually meant to be dark I would recommend it
within a heartbeat. But since we're supposed to find the love interest/s charming, and I quote "Enchanting"
- because there's nothing more enchanting than sexual abuse - I wouldn't recommend it to my worst enemy.
The people who really loved and enjoyed this would be the last people on earth I would recommended it to.
Why? Because reading this series would only serve to affirm their misconceptions on what a healthy
relationship is.

Rape. Is. Not. Romantic.

Gaby2999 says

2.5



Michelle. D. says

So this review is for the overall series.

Lemme just say that I hate Shoei. Though he is kinda the antagonist that turns into the protagonist, he is such
a jerk. And not even a hot jerk or a jerk that people find irresistable. Just a good old classic jerk that no one
likes, respects or wants to be with.
Though in the book, Mio finds a liking with him. I don't know what she sees in him.

Shoei is dirty. Eww. I would not want him near me more or less touching me. BLEHHH.

This manga was OK. It is for mature audiances which I am not, LOL, but I read the manga anyways.

The characters were interesting. Mio's brother thinks he's in love with Mio. Mio doesn't know what to feel
and has to work for her poor family. Shoei(the Prince) pretty much wants to have sex with Mio all day.
Gardener dude pretty much wants to do anything that will make him seem more phsyco and Shoei's dad
pretty much wants to have one boy with his blood ruling his company.

The whole concept of the story was new to me. So it was origonal. Which I liked. :D
I also found somethings in the manga to be funny so I started to laugh and then thought back at it later and
then laughed and then people were looking at me wherever I was at the moment.

Like for example, at the side of the road, which is a phrase I say alot now because of this manga. LOL.
Inside joke.

Anyway, of course the setting for the is Japan so I can't really say anything about that... O.O

All in all, I give the manga 3 stars. I think I gave it only 3 because I didn't like the fact that Shoei did all
those things with Mio and I didn't really like the relationship between any of the characters.

Poonam says

An ok read.

Zoe Tribley says

Not wanting to review ALL OF THE BOOKS in this manga

Imma just go ahead and review the last one as like a review summarizing the series as a whole-- and then
copy it onto the other novels of said series.

well here. we go..



This series... was definitely the odd one out...

The story revolves around 17 year old Omori Mio who lives a life of poverty with her little brother and she
works hard to take care of him and their mother who resides in the hospital. And things are hard. But Omori
was never prepared to take a job under their landowners who are probs like the richest and most powerful
people in the world. Omori Mio works and she's paid well but the only problem she has is the landowner's
son, who is popularly known as Prince because he's got some otherworldly atmosphere of refinery and regal-
ity. During her time with the Prince, events twist and turn her life until Omori Mio doubts who she is, finally
coming to the point where she doubts who her family is and the life she's been living.

This whole series is a bunch of shockers. and what-the-fucks.

Excuse my French, everyone. Though this also isn't a g-rated series, so I'm ... hoping ... that everyone
reading this review, and anyone who even knows of this series, is at least above the age of fourteen and won't
snicker under their breath when they hear profane synonyms for sex.

(I admit. I am a snickerer! But only because... I honestly just find profane words amusing. Not because I'm
never exposed to them so to deal with my uncomfortable feelings towards adult words, I laugh it off. Nooo,
that's only when someone says synonyms for girl and boy parts.)

Anyways, back to this series.

The events that Ayane Ukyou wrote up- they can go both ways for an audience. Either people like them and
they gasp and "clutch dramatically at their hearts! Swooning for this manga!" or they are... utter-ralllyyyy
and irrevocably insulted beyond consolation and they will forever have a burning hatred for this comic
series.

So read at your own discretion.

But personally for me, I did think some events were a little iffy- like "what the hell", but over all, I did fall
privy to the Prince's and Mio's relationship. Yes, he acted like a masochistic rapist every now and then- but I
did think they were cute as lovers and. well. I ship it man. Also, I really enjoyed the art, and the manga has
some good moments of comedic relief past all the twists and turns of drama.

Happy reading folks!

Lucille says

Whoa, wtf is happening to Hina-chan?!

Natty says

some stuff made me raise an eyebrow like If the guy has boundary issues why would you take him to your
house?



Joti says

A bit better than the last volume - Mio was okay with almost getting raped in that one -____- idk wtf that
was about
SO here, she tries to change the Prince - Shouei Jinnai - by making him do "common People Boot Camp"
where he can see what normal people do who aren't rich like his family & so he won't be so stuck up & think
of others as beneath him - he's still a bit pervy i think but he is changing a bit (hopefully) & he takes Mio out
shopping & her brother Hina didn't like the Prince but he wants his sister to be okay & safe, & not hurt by
the Prince - brotherly stuff i guess & the Prince tells Mio that he loves her & wanted to 'do it' right after but
she refused - so anyway, he took her on another date where her bro, Hina tagged along & they talked about
something there that Mio didn't know about - idk if my reviews are in sequence with the story b/c i'm reading
it online, but hopefully it is

Theresa ? says

To those of you who have read the first manga, I probably know what you thought.

You either thought
1. OH MY GOD, this is sexy.
OR
2. OH MY GOD, THAT'S DISGUSTING!

Those of you who know me, have read my reviews, have ever spoken to me about what I DISLIKE about
certain romance stories.....you'd know that I get really really really really really creeped out and freaked out
and absolutely horrified by anything rated R.

Especially in visual things like manga. (*shudders)

Okay. So this book....the reviews I've read for this book and for the last book kind of go something like

"This is so disgusting!"

or

"STAY AWAY FROM THIS! TOTALLY NOT RECOMMENDED FOR YOUNG, INNOCENT
CHILDREN!"

And yeah, the first book started off pretty awkwardly. I mean the guy tried to...GRAPE the girl!
(I don't want to use the R-word, okay? I'll just use a word that RHYMES WITH IT!!! Like how when I call
someone a WITCH, I don't mean "witch". I mean...SOMETHING THAT RHYMES WITH IT!!)
-Excerpt of Theresa's review for Desire Climax Vol. 1

And it was way, way, way too visual for me.



Now you guys are probably looking at my star rating for this volume by now and saying, "Wow. I think she
messed up the star rating." or "She clicked the wrong number of stars."
No. I rated this thing 4-stars.

Because behind all of the awkwardness and rated-R stuff and the icky shubbalubbadoo that came with this
book is a very romantic romance.

You guys have heard of "Stockholm Syndrome", right?

Theresa's Definition: Stockholm Syndrome
The situation where a captor's/kidnapper's victim has developed care, love, or concern for their
captor/kidnapper.

It's kind of ironic, really, because the captor/kidnapper is supposed to be the bad guy.

Well, the heroine (...I forgot her name) has developed a little Stockholm Syndrome. And it's a little romantic.
And the main guy (...I forgot his name, too) does seem to care about the heroine. He just....shows it in the
weirdest and ickiest of ways.

I know there's more icky factors that come further in the series, but this volume was CERTAINLY better
than the first volume. (I looked away from the awkward and icky scenes.)
There is romantic romance in this volume. That romance kind of makes me want to read more...and that's
saying something about how romantic and suspenseful that romance is because I usually really HATE things
that are icky rated R...

But seriously. If you freak out over rated R stuff, I really, really, really don't recommend this.
If you can withstand it, I guess you can be my guest.
Be open minded when you read this book. Otherwise you'll end up saying "EW! THIS IS DISGUSTING!"
and you'll only pay attention to how awkward the awkward scenes are instead of the romance.

Yeah. Still, this is a pretty awkward series............four stars FOR THE ROMANCE! Not the ickiness!

ReadingWinx says

Fast read. Liked it.

Mazohyst says

[

This series is full of angst, drama, twists, secret plots, and one sided sexual activity. If you're into those kinds



of things than I guess you would like this series. Trust me, this series is absolutely crazy. Even with all of
those exciting elements, I found the series to be incredibly shallow and cliche. The plot was all your typical
plots melted together in a big pot. Two friends of the opposite sex used to be childhood frie


